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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/usaid-study-identifies-16-alternatives-rmg-1824253

Low tax-GDP ratio bar to universal pension scheme

Bangladesh’s very low tax-GDP ratio of about 10 percent is a key constraint in introducing a universal pension

scheme for citizens above 65 years of age, excluding holders of government pension and private sector provident

fund and gratuity.  Without visible improvement in revenue collection, the scheme’s introduction will be

challenging and result in lower allocation for other competing expenditures. The apprehensions came at a

dialogue on “Introducing ‘Universal Pension Scheme’ in Bangladesh: In Search of a Framework”, organised by the

Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) and Oxfam in Bangladesh at the Gardenia hall in Dhaka yesterday. Prof Mustafizur

Rahman, distinguished fellow of the CPD, gave a keynote presentation. In it, he cited that Bangladesh had a

predominantly informal labour market with workers of low income, making them unwilling or unable to

contribute. With their employers having no formal pension plans, bringing forth a contributory pension scheme

would result in high administrative and transaction costs and make it difficult to take advantage of economies of

scale, he said.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/low-tax-gdp-ratio-bar-universal-pension-scheme-

1824244

USAID study identifies 16 alternatives to RMG

Bangladesh has 16 emerging sectors, which could contribute a lot to the country’s economic development, beyond

that facilitated by the readymade garment (RMG) sector, a latest assessment funded by the USAID identified. 

Currently Bangladesh’s economy is overdependent on a single sector, the RMG, which typically accounts for over

84 percent of the national exports and nearly 20 percent of the national GDP. The sector does so by creating jobs

for millions of workers, particularly for unskilled and semi-skilled rural women. As a result, any international and

external shocks to the sector may hamper the domestic economic growth.   So, the emerging sectors will act as

alternative support in case of economic shocks by creating jobs for millions and offering a major supply chain for

domestic and foreign markets, the study found.  The Comprehensive Private Sector Assessment was carried out by

a research team of private Bangladeshi entity Inspira Advocacy and Consultancy Limited. The emerging sectors are

agri-business, automotive/truck/ bus assembly, ceramics, entrepreneurship, healthcare, ICT and outsourcing,

leather and leather goods, light engineering, medical equipment, pharmaceuticals, plastic, renewable energy and

energy efficient technology, shipbuilding, shrimp and fish, telecommunications and tourism.    
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/89976/banks-request-bb-to-review-stamp-duty-on-export-bills

Kamal slams some banks for failure to cut interest rate

Finance Minister A H M Mustafa Kamal has criticised some banks for failure to bring down loan interest rate to

single-digit despite availing various facilities. "The Prime Minister has fulfilled all the conditions given by the bank

owners to lower interest rate to single-digit. But many banks did not cut the rate," he said. "They have to lower

the rate or shut down business," Mr Kamal told newsmen after a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on Public

Procurement at Bangladesh Secretariat in the capital on Wednesday. He also said the laws are equal for all. "They

should compete (among) each other. It is their issue whether they will make high profit or low. But the issue is

that the rate should be unified." The tax, interest spread, or reserve should be applicable in a unified or uniform

basis, he opined.
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Loan write-off policy to be eased again

The central bank is set to relax the loan write-off policy once again in a space of nine months, bowing down to

pressures from an influential quarter. This time, banks are likely to be allowed to write off defaulted loans that

have been hovering in the bad category for one year from their balance sheet, down from three years previously,

said officials of the Bangladesh Bank. On February 6, banks were allowed to write off defaulted loans that were

marked bad for three years in a row instead of earlier five years, as the central bank wanted to show lower

amounts of sour loans. As of June, total defaulted loans in the banking sector stood at Tk 112,425 crore, up 20

percent from six months earlier, according to data from the BB. 

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/loan-write-policy-be-eased-again-1824250

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/kamal-slams-some-banks-for-failure-to-cut-

interest-rate-1573059321

Banks request BB to review stamp duty on export bills

Authorised dealers of the banks on Wednesday requested the Bangladesh Bank to reconsider a regulatory

instruction that has made 0.2 per cent stamp duty mandatory on the bill of exchange against export. Besides, they

also requested the central bank to formulate system automation friendly process so that the banks can facilitate

online banking and mobile banking services for non-resident taka accountholders. They made the requests at the

24th Bangladesh Bank- Authorised Dealers’ Forum meeting held at the BB headquarters on the day where top

executives of the central bank were present. Bankers at the meeting informed that the Finance Bill- 2012 in line

with the Stamp Act, 1899 instructed to attach stamp at the rate of 0.2 per cent on the ‘Bill of Exchange’ value.

However, it does not specify that such stamp duty would be applicable to the bill of exchange issued against

export.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/stock-corporate/spot-mkt-to-remain-closed-for-2-days-

1573056843

The share trading on the spot market will remain closed on November 7 and 11 on Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE).

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission (BSEC) took the decision on Wednesday following a plea

made by the DSE. The DSE made the proposal as all services of The City Bank will remain closed from November 8

to 11 because of development works. "We have taken the decision as many of our stock brokers have clearing

accounts with The City Bank. The record dates and transactions of these two days will be shifted to subsequent

trading days," a DSE official said. He said the clearing and settlement of normal transactions of November 11 will

also be shifted to following trading day.

BPC to borrow $800m from ITFC to import petroleum products in 2020

State-run Bangladesh Petroleum Corporation (BPC) has decided finally to borrow around US$800 million from

International Islamic Trade Finance Corporation (ITFC) to import petroleum products in 2020. The amount is

similar to what the corporation had borrowed in the current year. BPC will borrow the loan at an interest rate

(ITFC calls it as a 'mark-up rate') of 4.05 per cent, lower by 10 per cent from the existing year's mark up rate of

4.50 per cent, a senior BPC official told the FE. The official said the corporation will have the option to increase the

loan amount by up to $100 million more from the ITFC to cover up any contingency fund requirement, if any. The

decision to borrow from the ITFC in 2020 was taken at a meeting Monday. Officials said, the BPC will be borrowing

loan from the ITFC next year (2020) following intervention from the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) as the finance

ministry had earlier instructed the corporation not to borrow from the ITFC.
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Spot mkt to remain closed for 2 days

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/bpc-to-borrow-800m-from-itfc-to-import-

petroleum-products-in-2020-1573053400

ব্রডব্যান্ড ডাউনল াড স্পিড : দস্পিণ এস্পিয়ায় চতুর্থ ব্াাং ালদি

প্রান্তিক পর্যায়ে ইন্টারয়েয়ের ব্যব্হার ছন্তিয়ে দেোর দেয়ে ব্াাংলায়েয়ের অর্য ে আকােয়ছাোঁ ো। তয়ব্ দেয়ে ইন্টারয়েে ব্যব্হার দর্ভায়ব্ দব্য়িয়ছ, দেব্া দেভায়ব্ ব্ায়িন্তে। 

দ াব্াইল ন্তকাংব্া ব্রডব্রযান্ড োংয়র্ায়ে ইন্টারয়েে ডাউেয়লাড ন্তিয়ড েন্তেণ এন্তেোর দেেগুয়লার  য়যয এখয়ো ন্তপন্তছয়ে রয়েয়ছ ব্াাংলায়েে। ব্রডব্যান্ড ডাউেয়লাড ন্তিয়ড েন্তে

ণ এন্তেোে ব্াাংলায়েে চতুর্য অব্স্থায়ে রয়েয়ছ। দ াব্াইল ডাউেয়লাড ন্তিয়ড এ অব্স্থাে পঞ্চ । তয়ব্ বব্ন্তিক র্াাংন্তকাংয়ে ব্াাংলায়েয়ের অব্স্থাে আয়রা তলান্তেয়ত। ইন্টারয়েে 

ডাউেয়লাড ন্তিড ন্তব্য়েষণকারী বব্ন্তিক প্রন্ততষ্ঠাে ওকলার েব্যয়েষ প্রন্ততয়ব্েে ন্তব্য়েষণ কয়র এ তর্য র্াো দেয়ছ।েব্যয়েষ প্রন্ততয়ব্েয়ে েত দেয়েম্বয়রর তর্য উয়েখ কয়র ও

কলা র্ান্তেয়েয়ছ, এ ে ে দ াব্াইয়ল বব্ন্তিক েি ডাউেয়লাড ন্তিড ন্তছল ২৯ েেন্ত ক ৫ দ োন্তব্ে পার দেয়কন্ড (এ ন্তব্ন্তপএে)। আর ব্াাংলায়েয়ে এর পন্তর াণ ন্তছল ১০ েেন্ত 

ক ৩১ এ ন্তব্ন্তপএে। এর  যয ন্তেয়ে আয়ের তুলোে ন্ততে যাপ এন্তেয়ে ১৪০টি দেয়ের  য়যয ব্াাংলায়েে ১৩২ত  অব্স্থায়ে উয়ে এয়েয়ছ। তান্তলকাে  র্াকা েন্তেণ এন্তেোর ছেটি

 দেয়ের  য়যয ব্াাংলায়েয়ের অব্স্থাে পঞ্চ ।

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/209849/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%B0%E0

%A6%A1%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%A8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%A

1-%E0%A6%A1%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%89%E0%A6%A8%E0%A6%B2%E0%A7%8B%E0%A6%A1-

%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%A1-:-
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Govt decision makes subscribers pay more, says Robi CEO

The government’s decision to refrain from issuing any kind of approval related to service and maintenance to

Grameenphone and Robi has jacked up the cost at the subscribers' end. Talking to a select group of journalists

yesterday, Robi chief executive officer (CEO), Mahtab Uddin Ahmed, said the stalemate between the two largest

operators and the telecom regulator and the increase of taxes and VAT in this year’s budget has ended up

increasing their service cost by 7.5 per cent—a price which ultimately is paid by the customers. “We can’t invest to

expand our network and introduce our new services, even though our subscribers’ base is increasing gradually.

Because of this, we are left with two options — either compromise our service or increase our price at the

subscribers' end. We choose the latter,” said Ahmed at his office in the Robi headquarters. From July  this year, the 

government has suspended issuing NOCs for the two operators to exert pressure in realising dues. 

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/222607

Firexpress teams up with ACI to help fight fires faster

Firexpress, a Danish company, began its journey in 1998. It has been approved as supplier to NATO since 1999 and

has been assigned manufacturer’s code R3971 in the NATO Codification System. Firexpress is working to introduce

this upgraded concept in the whole region. The aim is to enable firefighters to fight fires faster, safer and more

effectively while using less water resources. The company has teamed up with ACI, Bangladesh’s leading

conglomerate, to grab a share in the local market. Recently, The Daily Star interviewed its Managing Director

Henrik Naaby.    What has encouraged you to come to Bangladesh? The security sector is an area about which

people in Bangladesh are currently becoming more aware. It is a mandatory requirement from the buyers to

maintain standard safety in the manufacturing facilities. The average response time is very high for the Bangladesh

Fire Service and Civil Defence. There are traffic jams and lack of water and access.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/firexpress-teams-aci-help-fight-fires-faster-1824187
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Trump-Xi Trade Summit May Slip to December, Be Outside U.S.

President Donald Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping may not be able to sign a partial trade deal until

December, and two U.S. locations have been ruled out for their highly anticipated meeting, according to a person

familiar with the matter. The two sides have been trying to negotiate a limited trade deal that would entail the

U.S. dropping some tariffs on Chinese imports in exchange for Beijing resuming purchases of American farm goods

and other products. U.S. trade with China tumbled in September amid intensifying standoff The U.S.-China trade

war that Trump began has been a drag on both nation’s economies, and the leaders had initially expected to take

a step toward resolving it ahead of the 2020 U.S. elections at an international summit in Chile this month. The

summit was canceled because of protests in the capital, Santiago.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-06/trump-xi-may-push-trade-deal-signing-to-

december-outside-u-s?srnd=premium-asia

Philippines Growth Rebounds to 6.2% on Public Spending Surge

The Philippine economy grew at a faster pace than economists forecast in the third quarter as the government

overcame its spending bottlenecks. Gross domestic product expanded 6.2% from a year earlier, higher than the

6% median estimate in a Bloomberg survey of economists. Growth quickened from 5.5% in the second quarter,

when budget delays put a brake on government spending. Strong state spending fueled Philippine 3Q growth

Government spending surged 9.6% in the third quarter from a year ago following approval of the budget in April.

Economic Planning Secretary Ernesto Pernia told reporters Thursday the government will speed up projects that

were postponed as a result of the budget delay The economy must expand 6.7% in the fourth quarter for the

government to meet the low end of its 6%-7% goal for the year, he said.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-11-07/philippines-economic-growth-accelerates-

to-6-2-in-third-quarter?srnd=premium-asia
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